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Abstract
Background: In external beam radiotherapy of prostate cancer, the position of prostate is often affected by the
bladder volume status due to their close anatomical relationship. This study aimed to evaluate the dosimetric impact
of bladder volume deviation from the reference planning volume and to establish the acceptable limit of volume
deviation in radiotherapy of prostate cancer.
Methods: A total of 43 sets of CBCT images from prostate cancer patients treated by intensity modulated
radiotherapy with full bladder were retrospectively recruited. The corresponding planning CT from these patients
was retrieved from which the reference plans and 43 CBCT plans were generated respectively. The bladder volume
in each plan was measured and the percentage difference of bladder volume between CBCT and planning CT
(%dBV) was calculated. The CBCT plans were stratified into 12 groups based on the magnitude of %dBV, which
ranged from -75% to +75%. In each %dBV group, the dose parameters of the CBCT plans were compared with the
corresponding reference plans.
Results: The %dBV were ranged from -79.3% to +79.5%. The percentage differences of D95% and V95% of target
volume between the CBCT and reference plans decreased significantly with increased %dBV. For the bladder, when
the CBCT bladder volume was larger than the reference volume, increase of %dBV led to slight decrease of Dmean,
while when the CBCT bladder volume was smaller, the Dmean increased dramatically with decreased %dBV.
Conclusion: In radiotherapy of prostate cancer, increase in bladder volume from the reference planning volume
led to target underdoes, while decrease in bladder volume increased the bladder dose. Keeping the treatment
bladder volume within ± 20% of the reference volume can avoid unacceptable dosimetric outcome.
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Abbreviations: 2D: 2-Dimensional; 3D: 3-Dimensional; AAA:

Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm; CBCT: Cone Beam CT; CT:
Computed Tomography; CTV: Clinical Target Volume; D15%: Dose
received by 15% of the volume; D95%: Dose received by 95% of the
volume; Dmax: Maximum dose; Dmean: Mean dose; FOV: Field-of-view; Gy:
Gray; HU: Hounsfield Unit; IMRT: Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy;
LR: Left-Right; MLC: Multileaf Collimator; MV: Megavoltage; OAR:
Organ at Risk; OBI: On-Board Imager; PTV: Planning Target Volume;
RTOG: Radiation Therapy Oncology Group; SD: Standard Deviation;
SI: Supero-Inferior; V78Gy: Volume of structure receiving 78 Gy

Introduction
In external beam radiotherapy of prostate cancer, the position of
prostate is often affected by the bladder volume status due to the close
anatomical relationship of these organs [1]. Interfractional movement
and deformation of the prostate resulted from bladder filling were
found to induce positional and dosimetric uncertainties of both
target volume and organs at risk (OARs) [2,3]. Therefore, a consistent
bladder condition during localization and treatment is important. In
local department, patients receiving intensity modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) for prostate cancer are usually treated with full bladder and
the treatment position is verified by daily orthogonal two-dimensional
(2D) imaging and weekly three-dimensional (3D) cone beam computed
tomography (CBCT) imaging. In actual treatment, some patients
may fail to achieve the required bladder volume due to various
reasons including inconsistent residual urine in bladder after voiding,
concomitant medications, patient’s perception of bladder fullness
and patients’ state of hydration [4-6]. The situation is more common
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towards the end of the treatment course when patients have greater
difficulty to hold the bladder volume and may intentionally reduce their
fluid intake due to increasing radiation induced urinary irritation. As a
result, the dose delivered to the target volume and organs at risk may be
deviated from the original plan.
Recently, to minimize volume variation, the bladder volume is
assessed by a portable ultrasonic scanner before daily positioning. It is
a screening procedure before CBCT acquisition to ensure the bladder
volume fall within the required limit and avoid repeat of CBCT due
to unsatisfactory bladder volume. The assessment allows biofeedback
mechanism of daily bladder volume and provides information for
drinking advice to the patients [7]. Nevertheless, even so, it is not
possible to achieve the exact bladder volume as planned. In local
department, patients achieving ± 10% of the planning bladder volume
can proceed with the treatment. This is a relatively arbitrary guideline
and sometimes not readily achievable by some patients. It will be useful
if a threshold bladder volume deviation can be established to guide the
treatment delivery. Therefore, this was a preliminary study to evaluate
the dosimetric impact of bladder volume deviation on the dosimetric
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outcome of the target volume and OARs in IMRT of prostate cancer
patients and to establish a threshold deviation value so as to guide the
delivery of treatment for the patients.

Methods
Patients with prostate cancer confined to prostate and seminal
vesicle treated by IMRT were retrospectively recruited in this pilot
study. These patients were treated with equi-spaced 7 beams (with three
beams from anterior/anterior oblique passing through the bladder)
using 6 MV photon in a single phase with normal bladder as primary
treatment from 2012 to 2014 in the Department of Radiotherapy of
Hong Kong Sanatorium and Hospital. The information about target
and adjacent organ volumes and doses are shown in Table 1. A total of
43 sets of CBCT images and the corresponding planning CT from the
patients were retrieved and studied after obtaining the ethics approval
from the hospital and the Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
Planning CT was acquired by a CT simulator (Lightspeed RT 16,
GE Medical systems) with slice thickness of 2.5 mm, axial mode, 120
kV, 240 mA, data collecting diameter of 50 cm and 512 × 512 matrix
covering from mid-abdomen to mid-femurs with patients in supine
position. Before CT acquisition, a Foley catheter was inserted into the
bladder and about 75-100 cm3 of saline was injected to the bladder
to ensure adequate bladder filling. Lopromide (Ultravist 370, Bayer
Healthcare) was injected to the balloon of the Foley catheter which
helped in the localization of bladder neck and anterior rectal wall.
The CT images were sent to the treatment planning system (EclipseTM,
version 10.0, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) where the IMRT
plans were computed. The clinical target volume (CTV) including the
prostate and seminal vesicle was delineated by the same oncologist
for all patients following the same departmental protocol. A margin
of 1 cm was expanded from the CTV in all directions but excluding
the rectum forming the planning target volume (PTV) to account for
setup uncertainties in treatment delivery. The organs at risk including
the bladder, rectum and femoral heads were delineated by the same
radiation therapist.
The treatments were delivered by a Truebeam linear accelerator
(Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) and the treatment position
was verified by daily orthogonal kV imaging and weekly CBCT
acquisition with position correction based on the registration result of
planning CT images with the verification images. All the CBCT scans
were obtained with half-fan mode, full trajectory from gantry angle of
184.5° to 175.5°, 125 kV and 1056 mA by the on-board imaging system
(OBI®, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). The CBCT images were
sent to the treatment planning system where each of them was rigidly
registered with the corresponding planning CT in 6 directions using
automatic registration algorithm followed by manual adjustment based
on bony anatomy and prostate position. All image registration process
was performed by a single radiation therapist so as to minimize the
inter-operator variation.
Variables

Planning volume (cm3)

Planned total dose (Gy)

Bladder

Rectum

Prostate

SV

PTV

Number of
fractions

Mean

327.6

125.5

75.9

66.2

73.7

42.3

Median

274.0

127.3

76.0

68.4

74.0

42.5

SD

168.5

38.3

0.8

6.0

0.8

0.8

SV: Seminal Vesicle, SD: Standard Deviation, PTV: Planning Target Volume
Table 1: A summary of volume and total planned doses for various structures.
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The CTV in the CBCT images, which only included the prostate
and seminal vesicles, were also delineated by the same radiation
oncologist. Because of the larger field-of-view (FOV) of around 40 ×
40 cm3 in CBCT, there were more scatter radiation and artifacts, and
the CT numbers for CBCT might be different from conventional CT.
Since the relationship between Hounsfield units (HU) of CBCT and
electron density for dose calculation was not well established [8] and
might lead to error of up to 5% [9-11], the delivered dose in CBCT
was generated using the “Density override technique” and the same
CT calibration curve of the CT-simulator in which the density of each
structure was assigned according to their corresponding density in
planning CT [9,11]. For both group of plans, the calculation algorithm
was Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA) and the grid size was 2.5
mm3. According to previous literatures, the dose calculation error of
this technique could be kept below 2% [12,13].
The original IMRT plans of each patient were defined as the
reference plans. The IMRT plans were re-calculated using CBCT images
with density adjustment by the same planning system as for the original
plans with all the planning parameters including the prescribed dose,
number of fractions, beam energy, beam configurations, optimization
parameters and fluence maps being the same as the original plans. The
bladder volume in all the CBCT and planning CT images were measured
and the percentage difference of bladder volume between CBCT and
planning CT, which was represented by %dBV, was calculated. The 43
CBCT plans were stratified into 12 groups based on the magnitude of
%dBV, which was ranged from -75% to +75% with an interval of 15%.
In each %dBV group, dose parameters for the target volume
and bladder were compared between the CBCT plans and the
corresponding reference plans in terms of their average percentage
differences (%d). These dose parameters included D95% (dose received
by 95% volume), Dmax (maximum dose), V95% (volume receiving 95%
of prescribed dose) and Dmean (mean dose) of the target volume; Dmax,
Dmean, D15%, D25%, D35%, D50% (dose received by 15%, 25%, 35% and
50% respectively) and V78Gy (volume receiving 78 Gy) of the bladder.
V78Gy was chosen as one of the assessment parameters because it was
reported that 78 Gy was regarded as the dose tolerance for bladder
tissue, exceeding this limit would increase the risk of both early and
late urinary toxicities [14-16]. CBCT plans with D95% of target volume
lower than 90% of its value in the reference plans were considered as
“underdose”. Also, with reference to the Radiation Therapy Oncology
Group (RTOG) guidelines, bladder dose that fell under either one of
the following conditions: Dmean increase of over 25%, increase of D15%,
D25%, D35% or D50% of over 50% were regarded as “overdose”. The level
of %dBV that started to show target underdose and bladder overdose
was identified as the threshold bladder volume deviation. All statistical
tests were performed using GraphPad Software (PRISM®, Version
6.0c). D'Agostino-Pearson normality tests were carried out for all the
parameters to check for normal distribution. Pearson correlation tests
or Spearman correlation tests were performed to study the correlation
between the dose parameters and the average %dBV in each group.

Results
The result of D'Agostino-Pearson normality test showed that the
distribution of %dBV followed Gaussian distribution (p=0.231). The
%dBV was ranged from -79.3% to +79.5% with the mean, median and
standard deviation (SD) of -6.5%, -13.5% and 41.0% respectively.
Twenty-six out of the 43 cases (60.5%) presented with a smaller
bladder volume in the CBCT plan relative to the planning CT plans
(i.e., negative %dBV value). The stratification of CBCT plans are shown
in Table 2.
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Group
<-75%
-75% to -60%

Average %dBV

Number of Subjects

-79.3

1

-66.0

3

-60% to -45%

-50.3

4

-45% to -30%

-35.8

7

-30% to -15%

-22.6

5

-15% to 0%

-8.7

6

0% to 15%

7.1

3

15% to 30%

18.4

4

30% to 45%

38.1

4

45% to 60%

54.9

4

60% to 75%

67.3

1

> 75%

79.5

1

Table 2: Stratification of the CBCT plans based on magnitude of percentage
bladder volume variations.
Dose parameters

Target

Bladder

r

Spearman r

*p

V95%

-0.889

N/A

<0.001

D95%

-0.878

N/A

<0.001

Dmean

-0.842

N/A

<0.001

Dmax

-0.771

N/A

0.003

Dmax

-0.563

N/A

0.057

Dmean

-0.907

N/A

<0.001

D15%

-0.862

N/A

<0.001

D25%

-0.881

N/A

<0.001

D35%

N/A

-0.965

<0.001

D50%

-0.845

N/A

0.001

V78Gy

N/A

-0.546

0.071

Figure 1: The percentage changes (y-axis) of target dose parameters with
respect to the average percentage change of bladder volume between
treatment and planning (%dBV).

*The correlation with p-value<0.05 was considered statistically significant
Table 3: Results of correlation tests between %dBV and dose parameters.

Target volume dose
%d of D95% and V95% of target volume between in the CBCT were
smaller than the reference plans. They decreased significantly from
%dBV= -75% with increasing %dBV (Figure 1) and there were large
fluctuations when the %dBV ranged from 20% to 80%. The %d of Dmean
also decreased with increasing %dBV but with smaller magnitude and
fluctuations, while the %d of Dmax did not vary much with %dBV. The
results of the correlation tests showed that there were significant
correlations between the average %dBV of each group and all the target
dose parameters (Table 3). In general, 60.5% of CBCT plans had their
D95% lower than that of the reference plans. CBCT plans with bladder
volume larger than the reference plans were more susceptible to target
volume underdose (61.5%), in which 90.8% of the under-dose was
more than 10%.

Figure 2: The percentage changes (y-axis) of bladder dose parameters (Dmax
and Dmean) with respect to the average percentage change of bladder volume
between treatment and planning (%dBV).

Bladder dose
The average %d of Dmax and Dmean of bladder in each group ranged
from -0.6% to 1.6% and -24.7% to 162% respectively (Figure 2). In
the region of positive %dBV (bladder volume of CBCT plan>reference
plan), greater %dBV led to slight decrease of Dmean, while in the region of
negative %dBV, the Dmean increased dramatically with decreasing %dBV.
For the most extreme case, there was 162% increase in the Dmean when
%dBV was -79.3%. Results of Pearson correlation tests suggested that
there was strong correlation between the %dBV and %d of Dmean (r=0.907 and p<0.001) but no correlation between the %dBV and %d of
Dmax (Table 3). The average %d of D15%, D25%, D35% and D50% did not vary
much with positive %dBV but increased dramatically with decreasing
%dBV when %dBV was negative (Figure 3). Significant correlations
J Cancer Sci Ther, an open access journal
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Figure 3: The percentage changes (y-axis) of bladder dose parameters (D15
– D50) with respect to the average percentage change of bladder volume
between treatment and planning (%dBV).

between %d of D15%, D25%, D35% and D50% with the average %dBV in each
group were also found (r<-0.8 and p<0.001) (Table 3). For V78Gy, it
did not change with %dBV obviously when the %dBV was positive but
fluctuated considerably when it became negative, with a peak when
%dBV was around -50% (Figure 4). No significant correlation between
V78Gy and %dBV was found (p=0.071).
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be affected by the rectal condition, which partly accounted for the
fluctuations of the target doses. However, according to the recent study
from Chen et al. [20], the rectal volume variations were much less
obvious than those of the bladder, it was expected that the dosimetric
impact from the rectum status would be relatively small.

Bladder dose

Figure 4: The percentage changes (y-axis) of V78Gy of the bladder with respect
to the average percentage change of bladder volume between treatment and
planning (%dBV).

Discussion
Target dose
The target doses such as D95%, V95% and Dmean significantly decreased
with increasing %dBV. It was observed in our study and reported by
some studies that the prostate was displaced anteriorly with decreased
bladder volume and posteriorly with increased bladder volume [17,18].
With the change of bladder volume during the treatment course, the
overlap regions between the PTV and bladder varied, and these were
observed between the CBCT image and the reference CT image, which
contributed to the deviation of dose distribution to the target volume.
When the CBCT bladder volume was larger than that of reference plan,
the target dose continuously decreased with increasing %dBV because
the prostate was further displaced posteriorly by the more distended
bladder and induced posterior displacement of prostate. As a result,
with increasing %dBV, the prostate was pushed away from the prescribed
high dose volume and led to a decreased target dose. However, Dmax of
target did not vary much with %dBV because it was the hot spot of the
target which still existed even when a portion of the target was pushed
away from the original high dose volume. The impacts on D95% and
V95% with %dBV were more obvious than Dmean, because they were more
sensitive to the presence of target underdoes induced by the positional
displacement. On the other hand, since Dmean was the average dose of
the whole target, it was relatively less affected by under-does volume.
When the bladder volume was smaller than the reference volume
(i.e., negative %dBV), the impact on the target dose was less significant.
With a smaller bladder, the prostate mainly displaced anteriorly
following the anterior displacement of posterior bladder wall. At the
same time, the displacements of prostate in the supero-inferior (SI) and
left-right (LR) directions were negligible [17,19]. On the other hand,
greater fluctuations in %d of D95% and V95% were observed at the positive
side of the curves. It was because when the bladder became bigger, it
would force the prostate to display posteriorly and inferiorly in a much
greater extent than those caused by the shrinkage of the bladder. As a
result, the geometric deviation of the target could vary considerably
from the reference position leading to much greater impact on the
target dose with larger fluctuations.
A limitation of this study was that the impact of the rectal volume
change was not included, as the target volume position might also
J Cancer Sci Ther, an open access journal
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Over 60% of the CBCT images showed a reduced bladder volume
in our study. The reason for higher occurrence of a reduced bladder
could be because of the radiation induced urinary toxicities including
irritation of urinary epithelium, increasing urgency of urination and
decreased ability in maintaining the required bladder filling. In this
study, the bladder dose increased significantly with reduction in
bladder volume compared with the reference volume (i.e., negative
%dBV), which was in line with a few previous studies [4,5,17,21]. A
shrunken bladder would lead to a greater percentage volume covered
by the high dose region, resulting in higher mean dose. The increase
magnitude of Dmean was up to nearly two folds when the reduction
of volume was up to 75%. Furthermore, the increase of V78Gy of the
bladder due to bladder volume reduction could be up to nearly 30 times
indicating a much higher risk of radiation induced urinary toxicities
when the bladder volume was smaller than expected. On the other
hand, expansion of the bladder from the original reference volume did
not lead to significant change of bladder dose. It was because patients
in this cohort were already treated with full bladder; further increase
in bladder volume would not greatly change the percentage volume
of bladder that already received high dose. Besides, the reason for
Dmax that remained unchanged in all %dBV was because the maximum
dose was always present at the point where the bladder was in close
proximity with the target regardless of the bladder volume. Overall, our
results indicated that shrinkage of the bladder during treatment would
bring more detrimental effects to the patients than those with bladder
expansion due to the much-increased bladder dose.
With regard to the target dose, any bladder volume deviation during
treatment had led to a reduction of target dose. According to our set
criteria of target underdoes, in which a 10% reduction in D95% and Dmean
of the target was regarded as the tolerance, a bladder volume increases
of over 20% from the reference plan would not be acceptable (Figure
1). On the other hand, decrease of bladder volume during treatment
caused overdose of the bladder. Based on the earlier stated guidelines,
bladder volume reduction of over 20% from the reference plan would
not be accepted. In other word, we recommend that in the radiotherapy
of prostate cancer patients, it is advisable to keep the treatment bladder
volume within ± 20% of the reference volume. In addition, although
it has been accepted that treatment with full bladder could spare the
bladder and bowel, excessive full bladder during planning should not
be encouraged because it might be difficult for patients to maintain
such a condition and failure to achieve that bladder volume would
lead to unwanted bladder complications. Actually, it was reported
that bladder volume larger than 150 cm3 did not further enhance
the sparing of organs at risk. Therefore, an optimal planning bladder
volume is one which can satisfy the dose constraints for the organs at
risk, and also maximize the compliance of the required bladder volume
by the patients during treatment so that the dosimetric outcome will
not be compromised. Furthermore, this study can be extended to the
radiotherapy of other pelvic tumours such as cervical and rectal cancers
so as to establish a threshold bladder volume variation percentage
during treatment.
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Conclusion
In radiotherapy of prostate cancer, increase in treatment bladder
volume from the reference planning volume increased the chance of
target underdoes while decrease in treatment bladder volume increased
the bladder dose with increased risk of urinary toxicities. Since the
influence of bladder volume deviation on the target and bladder
doses was more significant when the deviation exceeded ± 20% of
the reference volume, we recommend keeping the treatment bladder
volume within this limit in IMRT of prostate cancer.
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